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Minutes from March 18, 2005
Members absent: Lawrence Cunningham, Tom Kinghorn, Tom Lowe, and Don Whitaker  
 
Provost Pitts convened the meeting at 7:35 a.m. The minutes of February 25, 2005, were approved. Handouts 

distributed were copies of the updated SWOT analysis of February 25th, Mr. Kinghorn's PowerPoint presentation 

titled "University Budget and Strategic Planning (February 2005)," Dr. Sabatine's packet on the Ball State Distance 

Education Program, and the PowerPoint presentation titled "Findings and Suggestions (March 2005)" from the 

Subcommittee for the Review of Strategic Plans.  
 
Announcements:  

Provost Pitts announced that the planning process will continue even though she is taking a new position and that 

she will continue to chair the group until a new leader has been identified. The task force will continue to meet 

throughout Spring Semester, perhaps hold several workshops in the summer, and continue its discussions in the 

fall. Provost Pitts stated that this is a strong group that is making good progress.  
 
Presentation on Extended Education -- Frank Sabatine:  

Dr. Sabatine referred to his distributed packet of information with its four items: "Entering the Mainstream," "E-

Learning Trends in Indiana," "Trends in Off-Campus Distance Education," and the Ball State University Distance 

Education Program's "2005 Four-Year Overview." He said that even though there are two units in Extended 

Education that offer non-credit learning, he would focus on credit enrollments. He stated that it is very clear that 

the demand of adult learners is for asynchronous online education. They want to extend their education for such 

purposes as promotion in their jobs and movement into management, and they want to "do" their education when 
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they have time to do it (generally evenings and weekends). Family obligations are also a major factor.  
 
He then referred the group to the handout from the Sloan Consortium titled "Entering the Mainstream: The 

Quality and Extent of Online Education in the United States, 2003 and 2004."  
 
It shows that the demand for online education is still increasing: schools predicted almost a 25% growth in 

students taking at least one online course for 2004. (Ball State's online enrollments are at the national mean.) The 

report shows also that a large majority of all institutions agree that students are as satisfied with online courses 

as they are with face-to-face offerings.  
 
Turning to the "E-Learning Trends in Indiana: 2003-04 Report on Enrollments," Dr. Sabatine stated that Indiana is 

also experiencing the shift to online education: 83% of credit enrollments were in online courses during the given 

year. The technology choices Indiana citizens are making are clear: enrollments via IHETS television were flat (-

3%) in 2003-04, while Internet enrollments grew by 57% and were 31% higher than the total enrollments of the 

previous year.  
 
In fact, a chart of five-year trends beginning in 1999-2000 shows dramatic growth in use of the Internet. Student 

learning mode choices clearly lean toward asynchronous interaction (Internet, videotape, cable/PTV): enrollment 

in 2003-04 was up 53%. Synchronous interaction ("live") was only 9% of the total for the year.  
 
Commenting on the remaining handouts, Dr. Sabatine made also the following observations:  
 
 
 
 

�❍     The fact that people prefer online education is starting to show up in a decrease in "live" off-campus 

enrollment. 

�❍     The education program at correctional facilities accounts for more than half of distance education's 

FTE. 

�❍     Our MBA program has changed quite a lot. It now takes only two years and a term to complete it via 

distance education. Therefore, it is holding its own. Enrollment may go down in the summer, but other 

graduate education goes up. 

�❍     We are doing a lot of distance education in Educational Leadership, but could do more if we had two or 

three more faculty. (However, they would have to have the credentials of graduate faculty.) Distance 

education in Elementary Education and Educational Psychology is moving from television to the 

Internet.. 

�❍     We are receiving more requests for courses at high schools (dual credit). In the past we have sent 
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instructors to Westfield, in particular, and some to Delta. Most of our departments would prefer that 

high school teachers be used for these courses, and so we are working on an orientation program. 

There is a lot of potential in this area. The high school students, who are approved by their principals, 

are potential recruits, and the FTEs count for state funding. (Indiana University is very active in this 

area.). 

�❍     Summer term enrollments in extended education are low, mainly because there are no summer term 

courses at the correctional facilities. Therefore, faculty who teach at these facilities during the year are 

available during the summer, and there may be opportunities to use them in other extended education 

programs. 

�❍     A recent development is the offering of a Bachelor of General Studies degree program using 

Blackboard. It is a fast-track program consisting of ten-week courses; in the past, students have had 

up to a year to complete independent learning courses. 

�❍     Place-bound persons with the A.S. from Ivy Tech are a pool of potential students for distance 

education. 

�❍     In the spring of 2001-02, $30,000 from the Foundation enabled Extended Education to market its 

programs for teachers. It is advantageous to get teachers into the system, for once they do, they 

continue to degree completion. If we had the money again, we could particularly profit in graduate 

education. 

�❍     In 1997, we initiated the first Internet offerings in Nursing. 

�❍     Income follows enrollment growth. The "Trends" handout shows that the approximate income to BSU 

from off-campus distance education, including tuition and FTE state reimbursement, was $6.4 million 

in 2003-04. Distance education is definitely an opportunity to generate income. 

�❍     Presently we have 22 persons working in the credit enrollment area, and we are probably at capacity for 

faculty in extended education. These faculty constitute the least expensive form of instruction because 

most are contract faculty and faculty on overloads. 

Report from the Plan Review Subcommittee -- Renee Twibell:  

Dr. Twibell stated that the subcommittee has met five times and sometimes for four hours in length. She then 

introduced Dr. Prater, who commented on the subcommittee's PowerPoint presentation. He began by calling 

attention to the subcommittee's charge, which was to review and analyze a sample of strategic plans for focal 

priorities, specific content areas, structure of the plans, and other criteria that the work group would identify. As 

a result, the subcommittee would identify model plans.  
 
Included in the report were the following items:  
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�❍     The subcommittee carried out a literature review from publications in business and higher education on 

strategic planning. 

�❍     From the analysis, it was determined that most plans have a few basic components: vision, mission, 

values, and goals. 

�❍     Most descriptions of strategic plans in higher education suggest goals in four categories: pedagogical, 

social, business, and community (the latter used in a broad sense). 

�❍     The subcommittee applied a rubric template to the plans studied. 

�❍     Institutional plans reviewed came from peer institutions, Indiana institutions, an additional MAC 

institution, and six other institutions that related to Ball State in some way. (The subcommittee 

reviewed also the current Ball State plan.) 

�❍     Vision was defined as "Where do we want to be?" Mission was defined as "who we are and what we do." 

Implementation steps and activities seemed to mean "how we do the plan." 

�❍     It appeared that shorter or more abstract/philosophical plans may be appropriate for universities 

without pressing needs. 

�❍     Complete plans are niche-oriented, clearly stating the institution's strengths and focus units. They also 

describe abstract ideas in relation to concrete strategies. 

�❍     A key question in determining objectives seems to be "Are they measurable?" Implementation strategies 

for reaching these objectives include a clear list of tasks to be completed, a timeline, and identification 

of who is accountable. 

�❍     Components of complete plans include both implementation and assessment strategies. 

�❍     The subcommittee evaluated the written presentation of the plans according to clarity, usability, tone, 

alignment to all levels of the respective university, and cohesion. 

�❍     Several examples of model vision statements, as well as examples of model values, were identified.
 
 
The subcommittee's presentation will continue at the next meeting. SWOT analysis of presentations will then 

continue.  
 
Provost Pitts adjourned the meeting at 8:55 a.m. The next meeting will be held on Friday, March 25, 7:30-9:00 a.

m., in the Forum Room.  
 
RELATED LINK: 
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